Flex fuel chevy tahoe

Over the past few years, you've likely heard increasingly more about flex-fuel vehicles, even if
you didn't fully understand what they were. Today, a number of known flex-fuel benefits exist.
However, before investing in this type of vehicle, you should first understand what you're
purchasing. Continue reading to learn about flex fuel and its pros and cons. Flex fuel, or flexible
fuel, is an alternative fuel made of a combination of gasoline and methanol or ethanol. Flex-fuel
vehicles are those that have internal combustion engines designed to run on more than one
type of fuel. Other than a few modifications to the engine and fuel system, says Kiplinger ,
flex-fuel vehicles are virtually identical to gasoline-only models. This technology isn't new. It
was first developed in the early s and used in the mass-produced Ford Taurus, according to Car
Bibles. By , there were approximately 21 million flex-fuel vehicles on the road. Let's look at
some of the reasons you might want to consider making the switch to flex fuel. Car Bibles
states that more people today are concerned about fuel consumption's effects on the
environment. Ethanol burns cleaner than gasoline, which means flex-fuel cars pump fewer toxic
fumes into the environment. Flex fuel also contributes fewer greenhouse gases, making it a
more environmentally friendly option than traditional gasoline. One of the greatest advantages
of a flex-fuel vehicle is that is can burn whatever proportion of fuel mixture is in the combustion
chamber. The car is equipped with electronic sensors that gauge the blend, and its
microprocessors adjust the fuel injection and timing. According to Car Bibles , modern flex-fuel
vehicles are built using advanced technology such as electronic sensors. As mentioned, these
technological advances allow your car to adjust the way it's operating, including detecting the
fuel blend and making any necessary adjustments. Modern flex-fuel cars can contain 10 to 85
percent ethanol. Thanks to the technology it's equipped with, your vehicle will determine the
most efficient proportions. Many flex-fuel vehicles run on ethanol, which is sustainably
produced from ingredients such as cane sugar and corn. This makes ethanol a good alternative
to purchasing foreign oil. Consumers who drive flex-fuel cars receive tax credits that can
significantly reduce or even eliminate their tax obligation. While some might argue that using an
alternative fuel source can negatively impact a vehicle's performance, in reality it can have the
opposite effect. Flex-fuel vehicles don't experience a loss in performance when using E85 fuel.
In fact, some even generate increased torque and horsepower. Flex fuel does have some
disadvantages you should be aware of before purchasing one of these vehicles. While it's great
that flex fuel can be sustainably produced using corn and sugar, its production comes with a
downside. Crops designed to be used for flex-fuel production can't be allocated to other
sources. This could potentially drive up the price of animal feed. Corn is also susceptible to
disease and weather conditions such as flooding and drought. This can be problematic for corn
prices during poor harvests. Obviously you want to treat your engine in the best way possible.
Unfortunately, ethanol absorbs dirt easily, which can potentially corrode and damage your
engine, says Car Bibles. One of the main concerns about driving a flex-fuel car is its gas
mileage. While some experts assert that flex-fuel vehicles have similar mileage as regular
fuel-powered vehicles, others claim they have lower gas mileage. While ethanol does raise a
vehicle's octane level, it contains less energy. In other words, it will take 1. So, yes, you will get
fewer miles per gallon using ethanol. However, ethanol costs less than regular gasoline, so the
savings should more than offset the mileage loss. Because flex fuel isn't as economical as
gasoline, gas stations are less likely to carry it. In fact, only a small percentage of gas stations
nationwide supply ethanol, although that is likely to change as more consumers purchase
flex-fuel vehicles. The benefit of a modern flex-fuel vehicle, though, is that you can use any
combination of gasoline and ethanol, whether it's percent unleaded gas or 85 percent ethanol.
Your vehicle's sensors will detect the blend and make the necessary changes. The debates
surrounding the pros and cons of flex fuel and flex-fuel vehicles aren't going away anytime
soon. However, there does seem to be a move toward using ethanol as an environmentally
friendly and economical fuel source. More ethanol refining plants are opening up, and even if
you're not ready to transition to a flex-fuel vehicle yet, it's something to keep in mind for the
future. Technology is always changing, so there's no way to predict what flex-fuel vehicles and
advances could emerge over the next few years. You could be driving a flex-fuel car already and
not even know it. Flex-fuel vehicles typically look no different than other vehicles, but there are
some signs you can look for. For example, many manufacturers put yellow gas caps on flex-fuel
vehicles or a yellow ring where you insert the fuel nozzle. Other vehicles have labels on the fuel
doors indicating they take flex fuel. If you do have a flex-fuel vehicle, you could switch to an
alternative fuel source now, without having to go through the effort and expense of purchasing
a new car. For any feedback or correction requests please contact us at research caranddriver.
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reasons you might want to consider making the switch to flex fuel. Cleaner for the Environment
Car Bibles states that more people today are concerned about fuel consumption's effects on the
environment. Burning Facility One of the greatest advantages of a flex-fuel vehicle is that is can
burn whatever proportion of fuel mixture is in the combustion chamber. Advanced Technology
According to Car Bibles , modern flex-fuel vehicles are built using advanced technology such
as electronic sensors. Sustainably Produced Many flex-fuel vehicles run on ethanol, which is
sustainably produced from ingredients such as cane sugar and corn. Tax Benefits Consumers
who drive flex-fuel cars receive tax credits that can significantly reduce or even eliminate their
tax obligation. Improved Performance While some might argue that using an alternative fuel
source can negatively impact a vehicle's performance, in reality it can have the opposite effect.
Disadvantages of Flex Fuel Flex fuel does have some disadvantages you should be aware of
before purchasing one of these vehicles. Sole Crop Use While it's great that flex fuel can be
sustainably produced using corn and sugar, its production comes with a downside. Possible
Engine Damage Obviously you want to treat your engine in the best way possible. Gas Mileage
One of the main concerns about driving a flex-fuel car is its gas mileage. Scarcity of Fuel
Stations Because flex fuel isn't as economical as gasoline, gas stations are less likely to carry
it. Final Thoughts on Flex Fuel The debates surrounding the pros and cons of flex fuel and
flex-fuel vehicles aren't going away anytime soon. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Research. Flex Fuel Smart Sensor. Meet the new generation of Flex Fuel Sensors. They tell us
their vehicles run smoother and get much better gas mileage after installation. This sensor can
eliminate engine error codes P, P, P, P Plug in and DONE. Installs in minutes. No special tools.
No crazy connectors. No crimping or cables to connect. No gas lines to disconnect. Detailed
and easy instructions are included with each sensor purchase. We even tell you exactly how
and where to locate your old sensor and show you a picture of it for recognition purposes. We
supply you with all the necessary items to install the sensor simply and easily and we are
present 5 days a week by email to assist you if you need it. How does it work. Simply put, our
sensor duplicates the signal that the OEM sensor produces. Your engine control module sees
the signal it expects and it clears the engine failure codes. We do not recommend installing our
Flex Fuel Sensor and continuing to use E We know it's a perfectly working device when you
receive it. If it isn't working for you to dismiss the related engine failure codes after you install
the part from us and drive the vehicle 25 miles, it's because you have a wiring deficiency that
supplies voltage to the device. We want to sell you exactly and only what it needs to repair your
truck for this repair. During that year we will gladly replace the part should it fail testing upon
return to us. Email us at pointaengineering. It comes to you a perfectly working device. You
won't find a better guarantee than that. We are an email away for support. It's not the brand new
flex fuel sensor, it's your wiring and the voltage deficiency preventing it from working well and
dismissing the codes. Misdiagnosis no engine failure code or a code that isn't related to
requiring this part. The purpose of the device is to repair the truck. It is is NOT a gas saving
device only. Note: Trucks with engine failure codes don't get good gas mileage. After the repair
is completed, your truck will return to getting the same good gas mileage it always had prior to
needing the part. No basic auto repair skills-lack of enough basic auto repair skills to install the
part and complete the repair. Sale of vehicle before the part arrives. Theft of vehicle or total loss
of the vehicle prior to installation. Item : Terms and Conditions. All rights reserved. Contrary to
some sort of sedan-dependent crossover SUV, this Tahoe is created over a challenging,
trucklike structure. All the Tahoe in addition holds aside from crossover Sports utility vehicles
and in many cases the brand new Ford Expedition by using a normal V8 engine, when
recommended 4-tire push grants or loans lower-array gearing to the bold. Major, blocky
together with strong, this is basically the graphic concise explanation of precisely what
numerous envision after they consider a classic sport-application car. All the Tahoe seems
larger rather than it really is GMC Yukon sibling on account of the broad grille which often
combines to the front lights. Smaller drivers will like possible strength jogging panels. Tahoe
RST types add more competitive appearance similar to a black colored grille, vanity mirror hats
as well as bow-fasten badges, plus inches tires. The particular Tahoe provides gained it has the
position like a family members preferred over time to the pure level of individuals and even
products it could keep. It is additionally one of several number of cars of which is not some van
that will cater to approximately 9 travellers. In which setup, by using a 3-all over counter right in
front, is offered basically regarding foundation LS types, although. Many consumers should set
up your Tahoe to help you chair seven or even, in case picking pails from the next brief period,
7. There is a good 5-person Tahoe version from the Custom made product, which usually
deletes the little next brief period and then brings a little bit more freight area. Talking about, all
the That may be rectified as a result of foldable the 3rd brief period to make In the beginning,

almost all drivers may find them comparatively readily accessible a cushy perch. Any time you
are around the quicker aspect, many of us advocate moving approximately a minimum of the
particular LT clip, with a controls that will telescopes along with tilts, additionally
strength-changeable pedals. A couple V8 motors are around for your Chevrolet Tahoe. The
majority are operated from a 5. This kind of engine works by using a 6-velocity intelligent
transmission, and although it is actually comparatively clean, we all do wish GM could provide
the outstanding 8-velocity intelligent that has been offered in certain Silverado pickup types.
Two-tire 2WD and also 4-tire push 4 wheel drive by using a appropriate lower array just for
genuine off-road task can be found. By using both engine all the Tahoe is undoubtedly graded
in order to pull approximately 8, kilos with back-push kind, when 4-tire-push Tahoe types
optimum through with 8, kilos. Almost all consumers, nonetheless, will likely be more well off
from the much more recommendable Tahoe LT. If you need this Tahoe RST with all the greater
6. You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. About Author gugun. Add a
Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Did you know Henry Ford 's
iconic Model T, built from to , featured carburetor jets that could be adjusted to let the engine
run on gasoline, ethanol, or a mix of the two? Yes, that capability made it the first commercially
produced "flex-fuel" vehicle, though "flexing" it may have required some under-hood
screwdriver fiddling. Way back in the early s, gasoline, diesel, alcohols, electricity, and other
fuels were all vying for the automotive transportation market. Petroleum obviously won out and
dominated without question until the oil crisis spurred an interest in increased national energy
independence. This opened the door to methanol and ethanol produced here at home, and
between these two alcohols, ethanol emerged the winner owing to its lower toxicity, potentially
greener production process, and the formidable political heft of the Iowa corn growers lobby. In
, we looked at E85 flex fuel technology as a potential "fuel of the future. The short answer in an
automotive context, circa , is that it's a technology that allows an engine to burn any mixture of
alcohol in gasoline ranging from 15 to 85 percent anhydrous ethanol. Equipment required
include fuel-system plumbing that can tolerate the more corrosive alcohol and an onboard
sensor suite that can determine the precise mixture percentage in real time and adjust the
engine ignition system accordingly so the driver need not manually re-jet the carbs as on a
Model T. The slightly longer answer explains that, by law, pumps marked "E85" must dispense
fuel mixtures containing between 51 and 83 percent ethanol in gasoline, according to ASTM
International originally the American Society for Testing and Materials. The exact mixture can
vary within that range depending on the season and geographic location. A flex fuel car running
on E85 will generally run just as it does when running on pure gasoline, with a few key
exceptions. The pump octane number of E85 is typically , as opposed to gasoline's 84 to 93,
which means it can withstand more compression before auto-igniting, or "knocking. That
means it's possible to run more spark advance and thereby extract slightly more power out of
an engine running on E85 than the same engine can produce when burning regular or premium
unleaded gasoline. Another big difference: Because E85 contains just 73 to 83 percent of the
energy found in a gallon of gasoline, range and measured fuel economy both decrease when
operating on E Fuel economy typically drops by 15 to 27 percent relative to today's pump
gasoline, most of which has contained 10 percent ethanol since Probably not as much as
certain vested interests would have us to believe. Today the vast majority of the ethanol we use
to blend with gasoline comes from corn. Growing corn undeniably absorbs CO2, but because
most of the American farmland producing that corn was already producing corn or another food
or feed crop in the years before subsidies and other incentives redirected that corn to fuel
production, the global CO2 uptake didn't increase when this corn was redirected to make
alcohol. Only then can the CO2 absorbed to make the fuel truly be counted as offsetting the
CO2 released by its combustion in a vehicle. Two other problems with corn: Growing it
consumes a great deal of water, much of which has had to be pumped from the ground during
recent drought conditions and which might be better invested in food production. Also,
converting corn to ethanol is energy intensive, because the starches it contains must be broken
down to produce sugars that can be distilled into alcohol. For this reason, it takes roughly 30
percent more energy to produce ethanol from corn than it does to make it from sugar cane, and
this further dents the global case for corn ethanol as a fuel. The cost of adding flex-fuel
capability to a new vehicle is minimal and seldom passed along to the customer because
flex-fuel capability has long brought with it a Corporate Average Fuel Economy CAFE benefit.
So the math revolves primarily around whether your local fuel cost relative to gasoline is
reduced sufficiently to cover the expected 15 to 27 percent reduction in fuel economy that can
be expected with E That means that for the current crop of flex-fuel-rated vehicles listed below
whose combined EPA rating on E85 drops by between A few caveats: Drivers in the Midwest
may well find E85 priced sufficiently lower to make driving on E85 pencil out; if your region and

season land you with the 51 percent blend, the range drop will be far less, so your results may
varyâ€”widely. A loophole in the CAFE regulations designed to encourage adoption of
alternative fuels permitted a huge credit for flex-fuel vehicles. This led to widespread adoption
of the technology. By some 80 different vehicles offered E85 capability. That loophole has since
expired, and now there are just a handful of models that are E85 compatible. But the surest way
is to open the fuel door, read the decals, and check the color of the gas cap or capless filler
neck. If they're yellow, the vehicle is flex-fuel ready. If not, E10 or less, please. The Department
of Energy reports that there are 3, stations in 42 states currently dispensing E85 fuel, with the
highest concentration in the Midwest. Other sources peg the total number of stations as high as
4, Minnesota has the most , followed by Illinois , and Michigan, Indiana, and Iowa each have just
over stations. The DOE offers a zip-code station locator here. Ethanol is a domestic energy
source and as such helps to reduce our reliance on imported oil. The U. Six states in the
Midwest produce 72 percent of that total: Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Minnesota, Indiana, and South
Dakota listed in descending order of production. Their total list of pure-gas stations in the U.
Ethanol as fuel has been a political football for years, pitting Midwestern corn-producing states
against the rest of the country in a pitched battle for fuels legislation the Iowa caucus going first
in presidential campaigns makes it political suicide to be against ethanol. As the new-vehicle
market has shifted away from E85 compatibility, the Renewable Fuels Association has switched
its focus to increasing the "regular gas" blend from 1
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0 to 15 percent. The EPA has approved E15 for use in all vehicles produced since , but not all
manufacturers have blessed the fuel for that long. All GM cars have been E15 compatible for
nine years, Fords for eight, but Mercedes-Benz , Mazda , Mitsubishi , and Volvo still don't
include E15 as an approved fuel in their owner's manuals. It is not recommended for
motorcycles, light-duty trucks, or medium-duty passenger vehicles. So, for the foreseeable
future, E15 will need to be labeled and sold alongside E The Renewable Fuels Association
reports that 1, stations are currently selling E Read the decals affixed near your fuel filler to
verify whether your vehicle is rated to operate on E15 and prepare for the possibility of slightly
reduced fuel economy and range relative to E10 or increasingly rare pure gasoline. And don't
expect much in the way of improved performance. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
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